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Abstract 
Millennial rhetoric has predominately had an apocalyptic 
theme in the past; however, the current rhetoric about the 
millennium can be seen as more positive, optimistic, and 
enthusiastic. By treating the texts Deep Impact and 
Armageddon, various news sources, and five web sites as 
part of what Becker (1971) defines as a "mosaic," it was 
found that the current view of the millennium presents 
various tensions present in our current society. These 
tensions include unity versus individualism, technological 
advancement versus technological limitations, and optimism 
versus angst. The analysis suggests that unity is preferred 
over individualism to overcome current obstacles at the 
turn of the millennium, that technology is still an 
advancing avenue to overcome obstacles despite its 
limitations, and that viewing current obstacles 
optimistically helps downplay angst in times of struggle. 
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Chapter One 
Millennial Rhetoric 
at the Turn of the Millennium: 
Literature Review 
It will be almost 1000 years before the world embraces 
another millennium. The Center for Millennial Studies 
Homepage at www.mille.org says that chronologically, the 
term millennial is "referring to a period of 1000 years, as 
in Christianity is almost two millennia old." It is also 
observed that "The round date has, historically intensified 
manifestations of religious expectation and social 
enthusiasm." Millennial rhetoric has pervaded our culture 
for about 2000 years now. This rhetoric has influenced our 
religions, entertainment, politics, marketing and culture. 
Richard Landes and Stephen D. O'Leary are two researchers 
who have developed the Center for Millennial Studies. This 
is dedicated "to understanding past movements and to 
monitoring and collecting data on current ones" 
(Fredriksen, 1996, p. 2). These researchers ponder the 
question: "Can knowledge of the past, analysis of the 
history's millennial fevers, help us see more clearly into 
the future?" (Fredriksen, 1996, p. 2.). To date, the 
research done on millennial rhetoric has fallen into three 
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categories: The origins of millennial rhetoric, the uses of 
millennial rhetoric, and the traits of millennial rhetoric. 
The Origins of Millennial Rhetoric 
The roots of millennial rhetoric come from 
predictions attributed to religious beliefs and cultural 
stories. The predominant component of millennial rhetoric 
deals with the idea of apocalypse. Richard Landes notes 
"apocalypticism is perhaps the single most dangerous . 
belief" that "those in its grip live in a world of paranoid 
dualism where good and evil prepare for their final battle" 
(www.mille.org). Metzger (1996) says the word "apocalyptic" 
comes from a Greek verb meaning, "to uncover." Heald (1975) 
writes that apocalyptic rhetoric "describes those biblical 
passages which, through visions or dreams, prophesy or 
predict the day of judgement, the redemption of the chosen, 
the triumph over the wicked, the end of the temporal world" 
(p. 33). According to one Cheyenne tale, a massive pole, 
almost like a trunk, holds up the universe. A great white 
beaver from the north continuously gnaws at this pole and 
when he has finally gnawed through, the pole will topple 
and the earth will crash down into a bottomless pit 
(Erdoes, 1998). 
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Reid (1983) asserts that the origins of apocalypticism 
are "traceable to the Jewish prophets, who foretold divine 
punishments unless Israel abandoned its sinful ways" (p. 
231). Brummett (1984) notes: 
Apocalyptic discourse bemoans the distressing state of 
the world, predicts a radical end . by way of 
cosmic, total, cataclysmic change (the arrival of the 
Messiah, return of Christ, etc.) and foresees a 
millennium--the establishment of a radically new order 
in which good and righteousness are triumphant. (p. 
286) 
At the turn of the last millennium, many "good Christians 
knelt trembling in their churches, waiting for the last 
trumpet to sound" (Erdoes, 1998, p. 46). When the prophecy 
of the end did not take place at this millennial mark, new 
prophets voiced new dates and new interpretations of the 
end of the world. Convinced the "end" was near, one bishop 
led his entire congregation to the desert, only to almost 
be taken down by the Roman army as if they were bandits. 
Another bishop, also convinced of the "end," asked his 
followers "to prepare by penance, fasting, and prayer, to 
the detriment of their crops. The end was their financial 
ruin" (Fredriksen, 1996, p. 34). 
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Today, Mormons, Seventh-day Adventists, Jehovah's 
Witnesses, and other groups continue to say the end is 
about to occur (Gallagher, 1995). Many people speak of a 
return of some holy being which, depending on the culture, 
might include Christ, Mahdi, and Buddha, to name a few. 
Neo-Nazis are waiting for the reappearance of the Fuhrer 
who will come from outer space and proclaim "I am the 
reincarnation of Adolf Hitler and come from the planet 
Zeno" (Erdoes, 1998, p. 48). 
Regardless of whether the belief that the world will 
one day end is founded in religion or other cultural 
traditions, there are quite a few people who believe it is 
coming fast. McMurry (1999) says of apocalypse: 
Were you expecting the sun to wink out, the heavens to 
open, the beast loose upon the earth? Or maybe you 
imagined . . nuclear war, bioengineered plagues, 
alien invasion, supernova. In any case, it's pretty 
clear the last days are upon us . (p. 1) 
The Uses of Millennial Rhetoric 
Norris & Milosz (1997) note that people often use this 
rhetoric "as a way to control others, instilling dread by 
invoking a boogeyman God" (p. 70). As the millennium draws 
near, many cults emerge which predict that the end is near 
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and they have influence over groups of people. Lacayo 
(1997) observes the impact of the mass suicides of the 
members of the cult group-Heaven's Gate saying "These are 
the warning years of the 20th century . . . As predicted, 
the approach of the year 2000 is coaxing all the crazies 
out of the woodwork" (p. 45). Along similar lines, Geier 
(1998) notes "As the new millennium approaches . . . more 
fringe groups like Heaven's Gate will emerge" (p. 32). 
Charles Strozier (1994) further explains such 
influences of control noting that the 
appeal of the apocalyptic ideas is partly a sense of a 
really profound moral rot in contemporary life and 
culture . . . and in a sense that the whole thing is 
going to collapse that the families are falling 
apart, that individuals are falling apart, that 
society's full of crime 
Public Radio, October 12) 
(quoted on National 
Sanoff (1992) reported that 60 percent of Americans 
actually believe the world will end one day. Fifty percent 
of Americans believe that there will be a specific 
Antichrist and 20 percent believe the Antichrist and the 
end will occur within a few years or decades (p. 73). 
Brummett (1988) utilized Burke's theory of form to show how 
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influence is advanced over those who already believe an 
apocalypse will occur. He notes that rhetors utilize a 
sacred-to-secular movement known as "transfer." Through 
"transfer, the discourse begins with religious components 
but progresses through a series of increasingly secular 
replacements for those components" (p. 62). Thus, an 
apocalyptist might cite a sacred authority predicting 
a plague of locusts in the latter days. Then, the 
rhetor might cite a secular source who predicts a 
plague of locusts, thus keeping a strategic link to 
the sacred grounding (by way of the plague) (p. 62) 
Thus, rhetors move from discussing biblical apocalypse to 
discussing mainstream occurrences that point to signs of 
apocalypse. 
In an analogous case, Mixon & Hopkins (1988) tell us 
that "theorists have already demonstrated the viability of 
extending apocalyptic theory to nonsacred texts" (p. 247.) 
They also say the following: 
For some time literary critics have appropriated the 
theory of biblical apocalyptic to describe certain 
secular works and even some genres as apocalyptic and 
demonstrated that such a view illuminates the texts 
and the way they affect the readers (p. 244) 
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This extension of apocalyptic theory into nonsacred texts, 
which were thought to be non-apocalyptic, brings about "the 
narrative element, that is, narrative in its narrow, 
traditional sense of storytelling" (p. 245). To this end, 
narratives have been the vehicle of choice for developing 
and spreading apocalyptic themes. Brummett (1984) observes 
Apocalyptic presentation is highly dramatic in form. 
In its desire to present a picture of the conflict 
between good and evil, the apocalyptic text 
deliberately creates . a set of easily visualized 
scenes and strongly drawn characters that because of 
their imaginative power remain fixed in the reader's 
mind (p. 293) 
These scenes may or may not happen exactly, but, 
"Apocalyptic sees dire consequences as inevitable; there is 
no question of atoning, although there is a possibility of 
preparing" (Brummett, 1984, p. 287). 
The Traits of Millennial Rhetoric 
Mixon & Hopkins (1988) note that "Apocalyptic presents 
not arguments that the events will come but assumptions 
that they will, and that, indeed, they are irresistible" 
(p. 247). They tell us that the difference between biblical 
and secular apocalyptic rhetoric 
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is the means of change, that is, the means by which 
both catastrophe and the new beginning are brought 
about. In biblical apocalyptic, the agent is always 
God, who initiates the events by direct intervention 
in history. In secular apocalyptic, the agent may be 
any force, even imagination, in which internal means 
replace external means for transforming the world (p. 
248) 
Wilder (1971) says "Should we not keep the term 
'apocalyptic' for that which is total, cosmic, and 
ultimate" (p. 451). Robinson (1985) suggests to us that 
there does not necessarily have to be a definite end for an 
apocalypse, but rather an end of some kind. Others note 
that secular, as well as biblical texts, "display fanciful 
creatures and events: both describe cataclysmic ends and 
new worlds; both respond to perceived crises. Most 
important, both offer their audiences the certainty of 
change from an intolerable present" (Mixon & Hopkins, 1988, 
p. 249). 
Delgado, et. al. (1993) note that "we live in a 
rapidly changing, fragmenting social environment. The 
millennium approaches, and it portends vast changes for 
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both individuals and institutions" (p. 257). Dreyer (1998) 
says 
As we approach the year 2000, we are sated with 
headlines and books pointing to the end of this or 
that, raising our curiosity about what the next 
millennium will be like. There is a kind of muted 
excitement about witnessing a new millennium. At the 
least, we wonder what it will feel like to date our 
letters, January 1, 2000 (p. 1) 
Gallagher (1995) tells us that Pope John Paul "urged the 
faithful not to become involved in the end-of-the-world 
speculation and fears" (p. 21). At the end of 999 AD, many 
Romans stood around Pope Sylvester II after New Year's Eve 
Mass, and watched as the clock struck midnight. When 
nothing happened, everyone cheered (Erdoes, 1995). 
O'Leary (1993) has even developed a workable model for 
looking at this type of rhetoric. It is called the 
"Dramatistic Theory of Apocalyptic Rhetoric." O'Leary 
notes three topoi that have been present in apocalyptic 
argument for quite some time. These three include 
authority, time, and evil. O'Leary describes each of these 
in detail. 
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For authority to exist, a charismatic or personally 
compelling prophet must be making a claim that will affect 
all humankind. Individuals may respond with the question 
"How do you know?" Thus, the person making the claim must 
be credible to be believable. 
The audience will probably want to know when the event 
will take place. This is where the topos of time becomes 
important. "If the claim is to be accepted, the audience 
will demand some evidence of this proximity, which can only 
be furnished by making the date of prophetic fulfillment 
specific . " (p. 400). The date offered must not only be 
fairly specific but also immediate. "Immediate, because 
audience members must believe that if the claim is true it 
will concern them directly; and specific, because any broad 
answer . will ultimately prove less credible with each 
passing moment" (p. 405). 
The third and final element of apocalyptic rhetoric is 
evil. Two characteristics are considered with this topos. 
The first is personification. Here, the prophet must 
actually identify the evil, in other words, literally give 
it a name. The second characteristic is known as the 
apocalyptic jeremiad. This refers to the list of present-
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day evils or, what we have done to bring about the end (p. 
407) . 
Methodology 
A number of researchers have looked at apocalyptic 
millennial rhetoric. If we define apocalypse as Robinson 
(1985), then we realize that an end is about to take place. 
It may or may not be the end of the world, but it is the 
end of a millennium. This study is timely because we are 
months away from a new millennium. 
This thesis proposes that while the apocalyptic theme 
is ever present in millennial rhetoric, the current 
millennial rhetoric also contains strains of a more 
positive, optimistic, and even enthusiastic rhetoric. Foss, 
Foss, & Trapp (1985) define rhetoric as "the uniquely human 
ability to use symbols to communicate with one another" 
(p.11). This will be observed through three specific areas 
of analysis. I am choosing three different forms of 
millennial rhetoric from the media to analyze including 
movies, news sources, and web sites. An analysis of these 
three forms will provide important insight into the current 
rhetoric about the approaching millennium. As Becker (1971) 
observes 
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various message sets are, in effect, overlayed to form 
the large and complex communication environment or 
"mosaic" in which each of us exists. This mosaic 
consists of an immense number of fragments or bits of 
information on an immense number of topics (p. 33) 
To make sense of these fragments, Becker continues 
"Each individual must grasp from this mosaic those bits 
which serve his needs, must group them into message sets 
which are relevant for him at any given time" and "must 
organize the bits and close the gaps between them in order 
to arrive at a coherent picture of the world to which he 
can respond" (p.33). McGee (1990) compliments this view 
saying that interpretation of a text is "the primary task 
of speakers and writers and 'text construction' the primary 
task of audiences, readers, and critics" (p. 274). He also 
notes that discourse if made up of "fragments" and that "As 
a fragment the speech is only a featured part of an 
arrangement that includes all facts, events, texts, and 
stylized expressions deemed useful in explaining its 
influence and exposing its meaning" (p. 279). Each text I 
will be analyzing will be a "fragment" of the "mosaic." It 
is also important to note that three tensions can be found 
throughout the analysis. These tensions include unity 
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versus individualism, technological advancement versus 
technological limitations, and optimism versus angst. 
The tension unity versus individualism is important in 
this analysis. Our society has several individuals who 
alone, make changes for the betterment of society. We 
encourage the individual to go for "their" goals. Yet, our 
culture has a tendency to favor uniting in times of 
struggle to overcome any obstacles. Technological 
advancement versus technological limitations is a constant 
tension in the analysis. Postman (1996) contends that "In 
all strands of American cultural life, you can find so many 
examples of technological adoration that it is possible to 
write a book about it" (p. 198). However, as will be 
observed, our technology is limited in many areas and this 
tension has an impact on our efforts to overcome various 
obstacles. With the tension, optimism versus angst, it is 
important to note that overall our society is one that 
seems to favor viewing obstacles positively rather than 
negatively. This makes sense considering that viewing the 
ability to overcome a struggle positively reinforces the 
idea that we can overcome our obstacles. All three 
tensions can be found in the following three chapters of 
analysis. 
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First, in Chapter 2, I will examine some of the most 
recent, widespread millennial themes from the movie 
industry. Over that last part of this decade, a number of 
films showing the human race on the verge of extinction 
have graced the big screen. Last year, the movie industry 
came out with the movies Deep Impact and Armageddon. These 
two films became two of the highest grossing movies of the 
year. I will analyze these two epic films, illustrating 
what they teach us about how our American culture 
understands the new millennium. 
To discover this, I will undertake a cultural 
analysis, modeled on Roderick P. Hart's approach, detailed 
in Modern Rhetoric Criticism. Hart notes "Our cultural 
assumptions and treasured stories are so deeply ingrained 
that we become mute to them" (p. 306). Nimmo & Combs (1983) 
observe "American movies are, and always have been, made by 
people who are part of their culture and the time they live 
in." They further note 
Therefore, they must tell stories that are familiar in 
some sense to that audience. For that reason the 
cultural messages imbedded in those movies tell us 
something about America because they flesh out what's 
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in, and on, the minds of the American mass public (p. 
105) 
I will also utilize Stephen D. O'Leary's article, "The 
Dramatistic Theory of Apocalyptic Rhetoric" found in the 
November, 1993, Quarterly Journal of Speech discussed 
previously. The topos of time and evil are ever present in 
both movies and provide rhetorical insight into our culture 
as well. 
In Chapter 3, I will look at the computer problem that 
has come to be known as the "Year 2000" or "Y2K" bug. The 
idea of a technological apocalypse is novel. Utilizing 
Burke's (1941) cluster analysis found in the book~ 
Philosophy of Literary Form, I will observe the view 
various news media have put forth regarding Y2K. 
In Chapter 4, I will focus on the idea of the "party 
phenomenon" for the year 2000. I will look at five of the 
several web sites on the Internet, boasting about the plans 
for a major millennium bash. I will perform a cluster 
analysis utilizing Burke (1941) again. Also, I will look at 
various symbolic images on the web sites. Through these 
analyses, I will discover how meaning is created for the 
observer as well as the various messages the web sites are 
sending regarding the millennial celebration. Chapter 5 
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will summarize the analyses and tie the previous chapters 
together building on Becker (1971) and McGee's (1990) view 
that various texts are fragments of an overall text which 
people take on their view of the world. 
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Chapter Two 
Deep Impact & Armageddon: An Analysis of American 
Culture at the Turn of the Millennium 
During the 1990's the world has been able to witness 
one of the most prolific decades in the movie industry. 
Throughout the decade, countless films have focused on 
human obstacles and the ability to overcome those 
obstacles. As the decade and the millennium draw to a 
close, however, a number of films have been apocalyptic in 
nature, representing the world at odds with some force that 
will possibly destroy the planet. 
1998 witnessed two of the most successful and poignant 
of these films: the Paramount Pictures release Deep Impact 
and the Touchstone Pictures release Armageddon. Both movies 
are stories of the planet being destroyed by some force of 
nature. In Deep Impact, it is a comet. In Armageddon, it is 
an asteroid. Entertainment Weekly (1999) notes that 
Armageddon was the highest grossing film of the year, 
totaling over 200 million at the box office. Deep Impact 
was the seventh highest grossing film of the year, with a 
total take in of over 140 million at the box office (p. 
34) . 
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Some rhetorical insight can be gained by treating 
these films as cultural products. By recognizing that these 
films are cultural products, and contain within them 
rhetorical themes, an analysis of these two movies can help 
to illustrate what these films teach us about how our 
American culture understands the new millennium. In order 
to accomplish this analysis, Roderick P. Hart's (1990) 
approach to cultural analysis found in his book Modern 
Rhetorical Criticism will be used. 
Hart suggests that when we "peal away culture from a 
text, there is often no text left" (p. 306). We live in a 
society where certain values are assumed. Hart continues to 
note that "values are sometimes so deep-seated that they 
seem nonexistent, so integrally a part of the text that 
they seem irrelevant to it" (p. 307). Nimmo & Combs (1983) 
note "Those movies that sell and those few that endure do 
so because they have treated selected cultural themes that 
were on the minds, or in the back of the minds, of large 
numbers of people" (p. 105). By unearthing the values 
rooted in the texts Deep Impact and Armageddon, we will be 
able to identify how our culture is making sense of the 
approaching millennium, and to what rhetorical use such 
popular portrayals of the millennium are being put. 
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Method 
In order to identify the cultural values imbedded in 
these texts, I will also employ a dramatistic analysis 
using Stephen D. O'Leary's article, •The Dramatistic Theory 
of Apocalyptic Rhetoric" found in the November 1993, 
Quarterly Journal of Speech. I argue that each film is a 
rhetorical fantasy and together, they create what Bormann 
(1972) calls a rhetorical vision. Nimmo & Combs (1983) note 
•with movies we have a complex fantasy process at work. In 
the context of culture and time, movie creators fantasize a 
story they believe both will be interesting to and will 
sell tickets to mass audiences" (p. 105). Bormann observes 
that the content of a group fantasy •consists of 
characters, real or fictitious, playing out a dramatic 
situation in a setting removed from the here-and-now 
Thus . a dream of what the group might do in the future 
" (p. 397). Nimmo & Combs (1983) tie this to movies by 
noting •The success of a movie depends on the meshing of 
the fantasy of a small group of people (the moviemakers) 
with the fantasies of sometimes hundreds of thousands of 
people (the audience)" (p. 105). 
In discussing the rhetorical vision, Foss (1996) notes 
•rt contains fantasy themes relating to setting, 
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characters, and actions that together form a symbolic drama 
or a coherent interpretation of reality" (p. 125). Other 
important elements of the story I will be looking at 
include characteristics of individuals in the films, the 
events that take place, the location of events, the 
emotions evoked by the characters and the ability to arouse 
emotions in the audience. These will aid in unearthing 
cultural insight about the films. 
Values 
In both films, the charismatic authority making the 
claim that the world is in danger is the President. In~ 
Impact, the President says, "The comet is the size of New 
York City. It weighs 500 billion tons." Later in the film, 
after the missiles that were fired to destroy the comet had 
failed, the President described the devastation that would 
occur saying, "So this is it. If the world does go on, it 
will not go on for everyone." He then noted that the 
overall impact would be nothing less than an extinction 
level event. In Armageddon, Truman, an expert at NASA, 
tells the President of the damage the asteroid could cause. 
He says, "It's what we call a global killer. The end of 
mankind . . nothing would survive, not even bacteria." 
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When the President informs the people across the world of 
the event he says, "I address you . as a citizen of 
humanity . . The Bible calls this day 'Armageddon,' the 
end of all things." 
In both movies, it is also the President's words that 
put forth the most obvious value in the film- life. This is 
related to the rhetorical vision of the people in the film. 
They want to survive. They want to preserve life. Nimmo & 
Combs (1983) observe 
Hollywood makes movies for profit by telling stories. 
These stories are fantasies about the American Dream. 
By the American Dream we mean the persistent cultural 
myth, ever retold in new form, about America's search 
for, and presumed destiny to realize material and 
moral prosperity and to achieve individual and 
collective happiness. . In that sense, movies 
represent the Dream, and resolve the new problems 
created by the present (p. 106) 
Both films send people into space with the mission of 
saving the planet. In Deep Impact, Jenny, an aspiring 
reporter for MSNBC, asks the President, "Isn't it true that 
not everyone . . is convinced the Messiah will save us?" 
The President responds " . . I can . . promise you 
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this: life will go on. We will prevail." In Armageddon, the 
President says, "Through all the chaos . . wrongs . 
pain and suffering . there is one thing that has 
nourished our souls and elevated our species above its 
origins and that is our courage." In discussing the crew on 
the shuttle, he says, "The dreams of the entire planet are 
focused on those 14 brave souls . " When the viewing 
audience sees and hears this, they are not only asked to 
imagine being in this situation, but they are ask to depend 
on individual courage to rescue them. They are able to 
envision what it would be like to have all of their future 
goals and aspirations taken away. 
Unity 
Unity is an obvious value in both films. Both films 
portrayed people of all races and ages coming together at a 
time to offer comfort to one another-it was a time of 
peace. Once it was known that the asteroid had been 
destroyed at the end of Armageddon, people all across the 
world began to rejoice and celebrate life. A similar 
instance occurs at the final scene of Deep Impact. The 
President is shown addressing the people, offering a 
message of hope. In talking about the comet, he says, "It 
hit Europe and Africa · but the water receded. Cities 
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fall, but they are rebuilt and heroes die, but they are 
remembered . . with every brick we lay . with every 
child we comfort and teach to rejoice with what we have 
been re-given-our planet, our home. So now, let us begin." 
It is by coming together that the people are portrayed to 
be able to overcome their obstacles. In a decade plagued by 
fractured and strained social relationships, both 
domestically and internationally, such an optimistic (and 
unrealistic) reification of unity provides a soothing balm. 
Respect for Authority 
Another value that can be discovered in both films is 
the idea that people should respect authority. We live in a 
society that expects individuals to abide by rules of not 
only the government, but also individuals who have 
authority over us. In Deep Impact, the President comments 
"Work will go on. You will pay your bills ... There'll be 
no sudden profiteering." Also, the crew of the Messiah has 
trouble relating to Spurgeon, the shuttle commander and 
last person to have landed on the moon. Spurgeon is older 
and has not had the training that the other members of the 
Messiah crew have had. Thus, they think that because of his 
lack of recent experience, he is not one of them and the he 
does not deserve their respect. As the movie progresses, 
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however, the crew learns the necessity of not just 
respecting Spurgeon, but obeying him. The crew becomes 
aware that they do not have enough gas to get back to 
Earth, and it is Spurgeon's insight that convinces the crew 
to be brave enough to sacrifice their own lives to save the 
world by crashing into the comet. 
In her first encounter with the President, Jenny acts 
as if she knows what "ELE" is about, and tells the 
President that she will be quiet about the story until the 
press conference as long as she can have the first 
question. She says, "I want ." The President interrupts 
and says, "Want?" Then, she says, "Can I have the first 
question?" Her success at this time is dependent on him. 
In Armageddon, the struggle for authority centers 
around the characters of Gracie and A.J. Gracie wants to be 
in control of her own life and also loves A.J. The two make 
a commitment to each other even though Gracie's father, 
Harry, objects. Harry's authority is also challenged by 
A.J. during the preparation tests the crew has to undergo. 
A.J. is instructed by Harry to perform a certain task and 
A.J. says that "he" is the one in charge at that moment, 
not Harry. This refusal to obey the proper authority 
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ultimately results in the crew's failure of the preparation 
test. 
A.J. is constantly challenging Harry's authority. 
Harry makes the comment that A.J. is not good enough for 
Gracie. Still, this does not discourage A.J. Harry's view 
of A.J. changes later in the film. At the end when Harry is 
about to perform the heroic task of detonating the bomb on 
the asteroid, a task that is going to take his own life, he 
tells A.J. to take care of his daughter and that he always 
thought of him as being a son. 
The Family 
Family values such as love and nurturing, commitment 
and attachment are also extolled in both films. In many 
scenes of Deep Impact, Beth is seen holding her daughter. 
The audience is presented the image of a single, loving, 
and compassionate mother. Throughout the film, Jenny keeps 
close contact with her mother. Although she is initially at 
odds with her father, because he is with a younger woman 
and not her mother, by the end of the film, she spends her 
final moments with her father on the beach. Before the wave 
strikes, she says "Daddy" as if she wants him to offer her 
comfort. 
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Another example of the value placed on family values 
is seen prior to the Messiah is sent into space, when the 
crew is gathered with their family members saying their 
good-byes. Similar good-byes happen at the end of the film 
as well. Each member of the crew says their last words to 
their families just before the Messiah heads into the 
asteroid. These scenes are very compelling. Spurgeon speaks 
to his sons telling them that he loves them. Other 
characters speak to their spouses and children with tears 
coming down their faces, telling them they love them. 
In Armageddon, Harry tells his daughter that he did 
not think he raised her right. Gracie says, "I don't blame 
you for my mother leaving. She left us both." Again, a 
character is shown as a single parent. In this situation, 
however, he questions whether or not he was a good father. 
Before Harry goes into space, Gracie makes him promise that 
he will come back. He makes his promise. At the end of the 
film, he tells her that he is going to have to break his 
promise. Gracie tells him, "Everything I have good inside 
of me is from you." The audience witnesses this reification 
of Harry and Gracie's relationship. 
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Topoi of Time and Evil 
The audience also witnesses the topoi of time 
throughout both films. Both films provide the audience with 
a sense of time running out. When the President first 
announces that the comet may impact the earth in ~ 
Impact he gives the date of August 16. He states that it is 
due to impact "approximately one year from now." In 
Armageddon, time becomes a constant reminder when a member 
of NASA says that the time to impact is 18 days. In~ 
Impact, the audience sees expository titles throughout the 
film that tell the "time to impact." For instance, "Time to 
impact-4 weeks, 2 days," and "Time to impact-10 hours 37 
minutes." The audience also observes a big time clock in 
Armageddon counting down time until impact. In both films, 
as time runs out, the tension and the reality that time 
cannot be wasted becomes very clear. 
The third and final topos of apocalyptic rhetoric, 
evil, is present in both films as well. With 
personification, the naming of the evil, it is clear that 
the evil is the comet in Deep Impact and the asteroid in 
Armageddon. In Deep Impact, the evil is given the name of 
Wolf-Beiderman, the last names of the individuals who found 
the comet. Armageddon's evil is named in a similar way. It 
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is named after the wife of the person who discovered it-
Dottie. As an audience watching, it is helpful to be able 
to identify that which is a threat to us. It makes it 
easier for us to make it our target of disgust. 
To further understand the apocalyptic jeremiad, an 
example from Independence Day can be observed. Jeff 
Goldblume's character, an advocate of saving the planet by 
recycling comments that the aliens in the film are going to 
do what we've been doing for years, wipe out all our 
planetary resources, just all at once. Although neither 
film verbally engages in what O'Leary would call an 
apocalyptic jeremiad, through the narrative, both films 
implicitly indict technology or more accurately, the limits 
of or lack thereof, as a culprit. First, in Deep Impact, 
the Messiah is a shuttle with six individuals sent to the 
surface of the comet with the goal of exploding the comet. 
This plan does not work. The explosion only splits the 
comet into two sections, both of which begin heading 
straight for Earth. At the end of the film, the first 
section of the comet does strike the earth causing major 
destruction. 
In order to prevent the second section from striking, 
the crew of the Messiah decides to blow up the ship on the 
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comet. Thus, it seems that technology punishes itself for 
not fully completing the task. This is very interesting 
considering that technology seems to be a major positive 
focus in the film. The President bragged earlier in the 
film that no other species have been able to prevent their 
own extinction before us. In Armageddon, when the President 
asks Truman how we did not see the asteroid coming sooner, 
Truman notes that there is only three percent of space that 
is currently being observed. Thus, it was not possible to 
totally be prepared for the asteroid and science and 
technology is therefore defined as inadequate. 
Despite blaming technology, both films try to forgive 
the limited technological advancements. After Dr. Partenza 
dies while on the comet in Deep Impact, Jenny reports 
information about him to the audience in the film as well 
as the viewing audience. She says, "Dr. Partenza was 
selected . for his dedication to the advancement of 
space technology." Despite the fact that technology was not 
totally successful, the audience is asked to feel a sense 
of pride because of his efforts. The same sort of pride 
regarding technological advancement is seen in Armageddon 
too. After Harry makes his promise to Gracie that he will 
come back, an image of a memorial for Apollo I is on the 
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screen. The memorial says, urn memory of those who made the 
ultimate sacrifice so others could reach for the stars." 
Conclusions 
Although both movies take the audience through an 
emotional roller coaster, they allow the audience to 
envision what it would be like to be faced with the world's 
eminent destruction. In both films, the world does survive. 
Thus, the audience is able to take a breath and feel a 
sense of hope just in case something like these events was 
to happen. The present is a time where people begin to 
wonder if such occurrences could happen. Many people make 
predictions that the world could come to an end at a 
millennial mark. O'Leary (1993) notes 
The approach of the year 2000 has already been the 
occasion for a flurry of rhetorical phenomena. 
Commissions of experts have been established to 
anticipate developments in the economic, cultural, and 
political spheres; artists have produced films, 
paintings, songs, and novels depicting a breathtaking 
variety of utopian and dystopian scenarios for our 
future . . declaring that the dawn of the new 
millennium heralds a change of cosmic significance (p. 
385) 
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It is appropriate that these films should come out at 
a time close to the turning of the millennium. A large 
group of people watched these movies. Nimmo & Combs (1983) 
note "Movie audiences obviously flock to movies that tell 
tales they want to believe" (p. 106). In both films, there 
is human sacrifice for the sake of a larger mass group of 
people. More than demonstrating an example of what the end 
of the world could be like, these films provide a 
rhetorical vision of planetary unity and success in the 
face of overwhelming odds. This relates to a present 
tension in the two films- individualism versus unity. The 
value of life stressed by the movies suggests when we are 
faced with danger; we should do whatever necessary to 
maintain our existence on this planet. It is this unity 
that brings about our salvation. Thus, instead of having 
one individual take care of the problem in each film, 
groups of people work together to overcome their obstacles. 
Both films argue that we have advanced beyond all other 
species and are able to overcome major disasters. 
In real life, we have support for this claim. For 
instance, although they are not quite to the scale of the 
damage that a comet or asteroid could cause, tornadoes, 
earthquakes, and hurricanes are all disasters with which we 
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are familiar. No matter how bad these disasters can be, we 
continue to live. This presents the tension of optimism 
verses angst. People would rather take on the optimistic 
view that things can be overcome rather than the negative 
view. These films treat these two forces-the comet and the 
asteroid-as if they too could be overcome. In fact, they 
note that they must be overcome, that we cannot let them 
conquer us, or else we have failed just like previous 
species that have already become extinct. 
At the broadest level, the value of respecting 
authority put forth by the films contend that we need an 
authoritative figure to maintain order in times of 
disaster. If that authority were not present, whether it is 
the President or macho Bruce Willis or police officers, 
chaos could erupt. It is important to note that middle-aged 
white male leaders seem to be the people in these films who 
have authority, with the exception of A.J. in Armageddon 
and Jenny in Deep Impact. However, these two could not get 
others to follow them without legitimate authority from 
these middle-aged white men. It is also important to 
observe that our culture has a tendency to favor respecting 
our elders. They are seen as authoritative figures. 
Spurgeon gained respect in Deep Impact and Harry gained 
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respect in Armageddon. In both instances, these characters 
gain not only the respect of the individuals whom they have 
had conflicts with throughout the film, but also the 
respect of the entire planet. 
In both films, family values are also glorified. It is 
suggested that in times of disaster, we must reconcile our 
differences with our family members. Both films also 
present the image of single parents, noting that our 
culture is diverse, that not every family consists of a 
mother and father living together. In Deep Impact, it is 
never explicitly stated that Beth is a single mother, but 
it is the impression we get because she has her child with 
her at work. This demonstrates that women can be single 
parents and still be successful in the workforce. In 
Armageddon, Harry is a single parent. Although he questions 
his ability as a father, Gracie assures him that he is a 
good father. 
Our culture continues to deal with its technological 
advancements and the chaos these advancements can sometimes 
cause. The tension of technological advancement versus 
technological limitation is seen in both films. These films 
suggest that we should not necessarily trust technology. 
Just like the forces aimed at destroying the planet in the 
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films, the technology is also unpredictable. When on the 
surface of the evils-the comet and the asteroid-technology 
fails and ultimately kills the heroes. Thus, there is 
punishment because our technology is inherently limited 
even though it is considered advanced and is supposed to 
help save the planet. 
We can learn a lot about our culture by observing 
movies such as Deep Impact and Armageddon. As the 
millennium draws to a close, it is possible that we may see 
more films carrying apocalyptic messages. These films may 
have a force set to destroy our planet. With close 
observation, we can see that many values are deeply 
imbedded in these types of texts. These films may also be 
successful if the values imbedded within the texts ring 
true with the current members of society. 
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Chapter Three 
The Impact of Messages Concerning Y2K 
Recently, a store with various texts about values in 
our society, Barnes & Noble, began displaying signs warning 
that 1999 was "The year of living dangerously." The sign 
continued, "Be prepared for the year 2000. Find out what 
you can do to protect your money, your home, your job and 
your well-being." Below these warnings, a series of books 
with titles such as Y2K-You Can't Avoid It, Managing '00: 
Surviving the Year 2000 Computing Crisis, Electric 
Utilities and Y2K, What Will Become of Us .... Counting Down 
to Y2K, and Year 2000 Solutions for Dummies. Barnes & Noble 
is not alone. Across the country, various stores are 
putting up similar displays with the warning, both explicit 
and implicit, that people need to prepare for the year 
2000. 
The problem that the Y2K crisis refers to is that 
anytime a computer tries to make a date-related calculation 
from 1999-2000 ('99-'00), it does not see "00" as 2000. 
Instead, it sees it as 1900. The Federal Transit 
Administration homepage at www.fta.dot.gov/y2k/index.htm 
notes some of the possible complications. They observe that 
subways, buses, trains and planes could be felled. 
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Schedules may be confused. Traffic signals could go 
haywire. Bridges, tunnels, toll booths, ramp metering, and 
electronic lane markers, which rely on computers for timing 
could cause major traffic problems. Credit cards and 
driver's licenses expiring in 2000 may be rejected. 
Finally, the Y2K problem could result in loss of 
connectivity with outside law enforcement, loss of life, 
danger and damage to personal and business property if 
emergency systems fail. 
The "y2ktoday" homepage observes that Y2K has been 
"called the most complex (and some say, unsolvable) 
technological problem in history" and that "the estimated 
cost of the Y2K fix . is well over $1 trillion . 
and rising" (as cited at www.y2ktoday.com). A recent "glitch 
during a Year 2000 computer test caused a large Los Angeles 
water treatment facility to spill four million gallons of 
raw sewage into a city park" (Chandrasekaran, 1999, p. 
A04) . With situations like this occurring before 2000 rolls 
over, it is not surprising that various news sources have 
been focusing on the event. 
Method 
Further analysis of different themes from various news 
sources will help in understanding what messages the news 
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media are sending to their audiences about the Y2K 
phenomenon. To better understand the messages, I will 
perform a cluster analysis, utilizing Burke (1941). Burke's 
cluster analysis is useful for this project because as Foss 
(1996) notes "Cluster criticism is a method developed by 
Burke to help the critic discover the rhetor's worldview" 
(p. 63). The articles I analyzed appeared in 10 major news 
sources: the Associated Press, Chicago Tribune, London 
Times, New York Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, Reuters, .s.gn 
Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, Star Tribune, and the 
Washington Post. The articles compiled from these sources 
were selected because they are some of the most popular and 
most credible news sources that reach a wide variety of 
readers. 
Burke (1941) notes "The work of every writer contains 
a set of implicit equations or associational clusters" (p. 
20). The method involves identifying key terms and the 
ancillary terms that cluster around them in order to 
identify the themes given emphasis by the author. Burke 
reinforces this description by saying "And you may, in 
examining a work, find what goes with what in these 
clusters-what kinds of images and personalities and 
situations go with the author's notions of heroism, 
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villainy, isolation and despair, etc." (p. 20). The final 
component of this approach is an analysis of these 
clusters. Foss (1996) notes "At this step of the process, 
the critic attempts to find patterns in the associations . 
discovered in the previous charting of the clusters as 
a way of charting the worldview the rhetor has constructed" 
(p. 66). Oravec (1989) says the association of terms within 
a particular text "articulates . . a strategy which 
encompasses it's author's motivations" (p. 188). 
Burke (1941) continues by noting that although the 
author could be "conscious of the act of writing" and 
"conscious of selecting a certain kind of mood" that person 
"cannot possibly be conscious of the interrelationships 
among these equations" (p. 20). Foss (1996) observes that a 
term frequently used "by a rhetor is likely to be a key 
term in that person's thought and rhetoric, so if one term 
frequently appears in the artifact, that term . should 
be selected as one of the . key terms" (p. 65). 
Another way to determine a key term is to look at the 
term's intensity. "A term may not appear very often in a 
rhetor's work, but it may be extreme in degree, size, 
strength, or depth of feeling conveyed" (p. 65). 
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Emerging Key Terms, Themes, and Clusters 
There are three key terms present in the articles. The 
most prominent key term is the term coined for the 
phenomenon itself: the Y2K bug (a.k.a. the "year 2000 
problem" and the "millennium bug"). Since these three are 
used interchangeably and are terms for the same concept, I 
shall classify all of them as the first key term. The 
second key term is the term used to describe those people 
conveying the most current information about Y2K: expert. 
The third key term discovered in the analysis is the term 
"information." The clusters that emerge around each key 
term will be used to determine what messages are being sent 
by the popular media regarding the phenomenon. 
Key Term: Y2K bug/year 2000 problem/millennium bug 
The first key term, "Y2K bug/year 2000 
problem/millennium bug," can be found 86 times in the 
various 10 news sources. The way this phenomenon has been 
labeled already has connotative suggestions. It is seen as 
a "problem" (Hay, 1999, On-line; Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, 
& Barr, 1999, p. AOl; Alexander, 1999, On-line) and a "bug" 
(Hall, 1999, On-line; Stets, 1999, On-line; Coates, 1999, 
On-line; Lloyd, 1998, On-line; Hay, 1999, On-line; 
Associated Press, 1999, On-line). Two themes emerge with 
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the first key term. These include themes of "disaster" and 
the "reaction" to the disaster. 
Several ancillary terms supporting the theme of 
disaster emerge around the first key term of Y2K. It is 
thought that the phenomenon is going to cause a 
"disruption" (Hay, 1999, On-line) and that is a "threat" to 
society (Lloyd, 1998, On-line). Some discuss its "doomsday" 
affects ranging from bank to military dysfunction (Stets, 
1999, On-line; Lloyd, 1998). These "serious computer 
failures" are said to have impact at midnight on December 
31, 1999 (Alexander, 1999, On-line; Associated Press, 1999, 
On-line) . 
The second theme, the "reaction" to the Y2K bug/year 
2000 problem/millennium bug, also has various clustering 
terms supporting it. Many individuals observe that the 
disruptions are causing "public" panic (Hay, 1999, On-line; 
Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl; Stets, 
1999, On-line). Alexander (1999) talks about "widespread 
and severe interruption" (On-line) . It is thought that 
perceptions of the "catastrophe" (Hay, 1999, On-line) could 
cause "food shortages" (Stets, 1999, On-line) because of 
"consumer overreaction" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 
1999, p. AOl) where individuals participate in "hoarding" 
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(Stets, 1999, On-line; Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 
1999, p. AOl) of food and other supplies. 
Key Term: Experts 
The second key term is "experts." This term is 
interchangeable with any of those individuals responsible 
for giving technological or social advice concerning Y2K. 
Such experts include "psychiatrists" who of fer guidance to 
worried about the problem (Associated Press, 1999, On-
line), "government agencies" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & 
Barr, 1999, p. AOl), "chief scientists" (Lloyd, 1999, On-
line), "computer professionals" (Coates, 1999, On-line), 
"Y2K watchdogs" (Hall, 1999, On-line), "analysts" and 
"research directors" (Alexander, 1999, On-line). These 
interchangeable terms for "experts" can be found 64 times 
in the 10 articles. 
The theme of "optimism" is developed by this second 
key term. The ancillary terms supporting this theme present 
two strategies: one of offering advice on getting ready for 
the event and one offering comfort that the event is not as 
bad as it seems. Conferences have been held related to 
"preparations" for dealing with Y2K and these individuals 
have been "cooperating" in trying to "solve" the problem 
(Associated Press, 1999, On-line). Various "testing" 
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(Johnston, 1999, On-line; Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & 
Barr, 1999, p. AOl) is being done to make sure people are 
"Y2K-compliant" (Hall, 1999, On-line; Johnston, 1999, On-
line) . 
To offer comfort, these experts have been working on 
"contingency plans" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 
1999, p. AOl) to prepare for those who may turn to panic 
buying. Many government agencies say they have made 
"progress" (Associated Press, 1999, On-line; 
Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl) in trying 
to "fix" (Coates, 1999, On-line) the problem. It is noted 
that the United States is among the most "prepared" for Y2K 
(Alexander, 1999, On-line) that many business are 
"vanquishing" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. 
AOl) the millennium bug. 
Key Term; Information 
The third and final key term in this analysis is 
"information." While the key term itself can be found less 
than 10 times in the various news sources, it is a powerful 
key term in this analysis because the term is important in 
discovering what Y2K is and how to fix it. The theme 
emerging with this term is the "value of being educated on 
the Y2K bug/year 2000 problem/millennium bug." A major 
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problem with Y2K is disseminating "information" to the mass 
public. It is noted that while experts want to raise 
"awareness," (Associated Press, 1999, On-line; Alexander, 
1999, On-line) some do not "know how to communicate" with 
the people about the issue (Associated Press, 1999, On-
line) . 
Reasons for this include that the experts do not "know 
how" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl) 
severe the situation will be or they do not "know how" to 
find the problem (Associated Press, 1999, On-line). Bob 
Olson, a research director at the Institute for Alternative 
Futures, says, " . . it's not possible to know how severe 
the impacts are going to be," that "No one can have an 
understanding of all the ways that small failures in 
networks . might cascade to cause serious failures" and 
John Koskinen, President Clinton's Y2k expert, "believes 
that . information exists on Year 2000 issues but that 
many corporations have not shared their findings or 
insights with industry partners" (as cited in 
Chandrasekara, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl). It is 
noted that the "public" is becoming uneasy because of 
"inadequate information" and "skepticism" concerning the 
problem (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl) 
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Conclusions 
There are.two overarching themes in the analysis. 
These include the following: the theme of reassurance and 
the themes that create anxiety. 
Theme of Reassurance 
For the second key term, "expert," it is interesting 
to note news sources give experts credibility by calling 
them "Y2k watchdogs" and "research directors." This is a 
wise move considering that people are cautious of trusting 
just anyone on a topic they hear could cause a major 
disruption in society. The stress on "optimism," however, 
suggests that the human spirit and determination as 
embodied in experts will prevail over this bug. This 
demonstrates the tension of optimism versus angst. News 
sources show experts working together to bring about a 
solution to the problem. By focusing on expert opinions, 
the media does indeed offer advice to businesses, 
suggesting that they need to be up to par in their 
preparation efforts. More importantly, the optimism 
attempts to alleviate the angst produced by the earlier 
disaster theme. 
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Themes That Create Anxiety 
With the term "Y2K bug" (also known as year 2000 
problem and millennium bug), the media paints a picture of 
something that is a pest. Thus, they give the impression 
the year 2000 problem is something that is annoying like 
the flu or a fly. Unlike the flu or a fly, however, the 
problem is not small-scale. It is a major threat. The first 
theme emerging under this term, "disaster," suggests that 
the issue is extremely serious. This brings about the 
tension of technological advancement versus technological 
limitations. Y2K is seen as a failure not only of the 
limitations of technology, but of society as well. This is 
ironic considering the advancements we have had with 
computers. Instead of a millennium ending with a religious 
apocalypse or natural disaster, it appears to be ending in 
a technological apocalypse, something we brought upon 
ourselves. But, why is it treated as a bug that can be 
smashed? Perhaps it is to help people to not overreact. 
However, just the opposite seems to be occurring. 
The second theme under the key term "Y2K bug," 
"reaction," warns audiences to prepare for this disaster. 
The disaster theme suggests that fear is the appropriate 
response to the information about the phenomenon. It seems 
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ironic that news sources warn that this could happen, when 
they seem to be asking for the audience, in this case the 
public, to be a part of a self-fulfilling prophecy. To 
further understand this point, it can be observed that 
using terms like "catastrophe," bring to one's mind ideas 
of natural disasters. In our culture, any time a natural 
disaster occurs, people are there to help one another. The 
tension of unity versus individualism can be seen in this 
analysis. For example, when a flood, tornado, hurricane, 
earthquake or other disaster occurs, various individuals 
offer support to those affected by the disasters. With Y2K, 
it is instead suggested that the panicking public will be 
out for themselves. Thus, there is the possibility that 
people will be hoarding food and other supplies, not 
showing concern for others. 
Arthur Hays Sulzberger said, "Obviously a man's 
judgment cannot be better than the information on which he 
has based it" (cited in Bartlett, 1980 p. 120). This is 
most appropriate for the discussion of the third key term, 
"information." The theme of the "value of education on the 
Y2K bug/year 2000 problem/millennium bug" suggests that 
people need to get the information on the issue. Yet, not a 
single article examined contained any specific, concrete 
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information that could be used by the readers. Thus, it is 
not surprising that people may overreact about Y2K. It has 
been demonstrated that experts and news sources can make 
guesses at what they think will occur, but unless they are 
members of the Psychic Friend's Network or unless they do 
more detailed research, they do not know for certain what 
will happen. This further erodes the optimism that is 
offering comfort to the public. Also, if individuals cannot 
find the problem, how can they fix it? It is not surprising 
that society is becoming uneasy about Y2K. Society is being 
told to worry about a problem and is being told it is 
corrected. Society seems to be given information, but it is 
information that is not concrete. Thus, this creates a very 
passive and helpless audience. 
Discussion 
To address the phenomenon of Y2K, I used cluster 
criticism (Burke, 1941) . Through the analysis of the 10 
news reports on Y2K from a variety of credible sources, a 
better understanding of what messages the media sends about 
Y2K has been gained. It is clear that the themes produced 
in the messages from the media are not in sync. There is 
the theme of "optimism," which seeks to attempt to provide 
reassurance. Then, there are the themes of "disaster," the 
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"reaction" to the disaster, and the "value of education on 
the Y2K bug/year 2000 problem/millennium bug," which 
contradict or undermine reassurance. The themes that create 
anxiety outweigh the theme of reassurance. Ultimately, 
these news reports serve to create a general angst by 
providing no concrete information, apocalyptic predictions, 
and contradictory themes. Over the months to come before 
and even those months that follow the transition from 1999 
to 2000, it is possible that we will see more news reports 
on the possible failures Y2K can or has caused. Maybe we 
will hear of the progress experts are making to fix the 
problem or we may hear that the problem has been fixed. The 
information on the issue may even become more concrete as 
time goes by. But, by that time, will the messages received 
have already produced major damages? Will Y2K be the 
technological apocalypse that many fear? Will we find out 
that it was the year of living dangerously? That question 
cannot be answered until the clock hits 12 o'clock a.m. on 
December 31. 
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Chapter Four 
The Party of the century: Observing the Party Phenomenon 
On New Year's Eve 1999, it is possible that many 
people from around the world are going to be partying bring 
in the year 2000- the year of the new millennium. If you 
have been shopping lately at almost any mall, you have 
undoubtedly seen various displays with paraphernalia 
relating to the celebration of the new millennium. Indeed, 
as we approach the end of the millennium, it is almost 
impossible to not be exposed to various celebratory 
messages about the coming New Year's Eve. 
While some individuals and corporations hoard extra 
supplies to survive the Y2K scare (Business Week, 1999), 
others are preparing not for a major disruption, but for 
the celebration of the millennium. Johnson (1999) notes 
that the "millennium label is being stamped on everything 
from space missions to candy" and that the world has 
"caught a . . case of millennium fever" (p. 22). He 
further notes "It's . . a time of genuine reflection for 
millions of people as well as a stimulus for thinking about 
the future" (p. 22). The Millennium Society, located in 
Washington, D.C., plans to hold celebrations of the year 
2000 at various landmarks around the planet (Hamilton, 
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1997) . Various recording artists such as Barbra Streisand, 
Rod Stewart, Shania Twain, Bruce Springsteen and Bonnie 
Raitt are each making plans for concerts to ring in the new 
year. Hockman (1999) notes that these artists will be 
"cashing in on the notion that many people will be out 
celebrating that night" (p. 24). 
While it has been true in the past to note that 
millennial rhetoric has been predominately apocalyptic in 
nature, it appears as though a new form of millennial 
rhetoric can be found. And this particular rhetoric is 
exclusively about looking at the turn of the millennium in 
a positive manner. This new form of millennial rhetoric 
looks at the millennium as being a major time of 
celebration. 
The Internet is an excellent place to observe plans 
for the evening of December 31, 1999. At least 25 web sites 
promoting the celebration of the new millennium can be 
found quite easily. Such sites include the Times Square 
Business District web page at www.timessQuarebid.org, which 
details the upcoming celebration. The web site for the 
first place to experience the new millennium on the planet, 
New Zealand, at www.millennium.govt.nz. Three other web 
sites, www.newyrseye1999.com, www.2000celebration.com, and 
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www.celebratey2k.com are dedicated to events celebrating 
the new millennium including listings of parties and 
various merchandise available. These five sites were chosen 
because they were the ones that promoted the idea of making 
the transition from 1999 to 2000 a big party. They were 
also the one's that entailed the most images representing 
their enthusiasm for the party. Clearly, many people are 
treating the millennium as a festive occasion. To address 
what I will call the party phenomenon-the worldwide 
celebration of the transition from 1999 to 2000, I will 
look at various symbols and I will perform a cluster 
analysis, to discover how meaning is created for the 
observer as well as the various messages found on the web 
sites regarding the millennial celebration. 
Method 
I will utilize Burke's (1941) cluster analysis 
discussed in Chapter 3 to analyze the web sites. To 
compliment this analysis, I will also analyze the visual 
symbols present. The process of understanding what a symbol 
represents is known as signification or what Pierce (1957) 
called semiosis. Saussure (1966) observes that the process 
of signification puts forth themes and values of each 
particular text. Burke (1941) notes "The work of every 
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writer contains a set of implicit equations or 
associational clusters" (p. 20). As was earlier observed, 
the method involves identifying key terms and the ancillary 
terms that cluster around them in order to identify the 
themes given emphasis by the author. I feel that this 
Burkean analysis used with mentioned symbolic analysis 
provides the best vehicle for understanding those messages 
being sent by the web sites as well as how meaning is 
created for the observer. 
Analysis 
There are three key terms present in the analysis. 
These three terms can be found in each of the five web 
sites analyzed. The key term with the most frequency, with 
a total mention of 28 times, is the term for the beginning 
of the new era we are entering, the year "2000." A second 
key term evident on the web sites, with a total mention of 
21 times, is the time the transition to the new year is 
occurring, "New Year's Eve." The final key term is "world." 
This term is a key term not only for its frequency--a total 
mention of 16 times--but also because of its intensity. The 
term suggests that this is a global event, something that 
is going to affect everyone. The clusters that emerge 
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around each key term will be used to determine what 
messages are being sent by the web sites. 
Key Term: 2000 
The first key term, the round date "2000," puts forth 
the theme of "renewal." Various clustering terms support 
this theme. It is not only a "new year" 
(www.timessQuarebid.org, www.celebratey2k.com) but also the 
beginning of a "new millennium" (www.timessQuarebid.org, 
www.newyrsevel999.com, www.millennium.govt.nz). Many of the 
sites go so far as to note that there is a current 
"countdown" (www.timessQuarebid.org, www.celebratey2k.com, 
www.millennium.govt.nz) to the "future" 
(www.2ooocelebratjon.com, www.millennium.goyt.nz). The 
countdown aspect can be seen through the image of time 
clocks (www.2ooocelebration.com, www.celebratey2k.com), 
which count down the seconds, minutes, hours and days 
before the new millennium arrives. The signification 
process is not too complex for the observer because we have 
proclivity to countdown to the New Year. The entire process 
of counting down to something like the New Year is imbedded 
deep within American culture. But, this countdown began not 
in November or December, but much earlier in the year. Why 
is the audience focused on the countdown now? Perhaps it is 
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because the event is novel to the audience. This is the 
first countdown to a new millennium for the current 
audience. However, the focus on the new millennium, focuses 
attention away from the present issues in society such as 
violence in schools. 
Another issue arises with an image found on the Times 
Square Business District web site, the famous "ball." This 
image has been lowered to welcome in the New Year since 
1907 (as noted at www.timessquarebid.org). The ball is a 
symbol to the audience. It has a common meaning with many 
people. Whether people are actually at Times Square or at 
their homes watching the ball drop; it is a familiar icon 
to them. While the ball does have common meaning to many 
here in the United States, it may be meaningless to those 
individuals of other cultures. The signification process 
cannot possibly be the same for the entire world. The 
preponderance of such images suggests that this "global" 
celebration is really an American one. 
The "2000" mark produces a second theme-consumer 
participation. The web sites in the analysis have various 
vendors telling the observer to "prepare" 
(www.newyrseve.com, www.celebratey2k.com) for the new 
millennium by purchasing millennium "merchandise" 
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(www.newyrseyel999.com, www.2000celebration.com, 
www.celebratey2k.com). Some offer trademarked "new 
millennium clothing" with images of shirts with the year 
2000 logo on them (www.newyrseye1999.com, 
www.celebratey2k.com). Some sites show images of time 
capsule kits (www.2000celebration, www.celebratey2k.com) 
that can also be purchased. As Allen (1992) notes "The 
principal aim of broadcasting is not to entertain, 
enlighten, or provide a public service; it is to make a 
profit" (p. 17). The observer has come to expect a product 
to be sold. This medium of entertainment fits the historic 
format of selling a product. 
Key Term: New Year's Eye 
The theme of "excitement" can be found with the second 
key term "New Year's Eve," which has several terms and 
images clustering around it. The observed sites mention a 
need for a "celebration" (www.timessg;uarebid.org, 
www.celebratey2k.com, www.millennium.govt.nz) and the plan 
for a major "party" (www.timessg;uarebid.org, 
www.newyrseye1999.com, www.2000celebration.com, 
www.celebratey2k.com, www.millennium.goyt.nz) or "gala" 
(www.timessquarebid.org, www.2000celebration.com) . To 
support this theme, images of balloons 
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(www.timessquarebid.org, www.newyrseye1999.com) I champagne 
bottles with crystal champagne flutes 
(www.newyrseve1999.com, www.celebratey2k,com) I Streamers 
(www.timessquarebid.org, www.newyrseve1999.com), 
fireworks (www.newyrseve1999.com), bright lights 
(www.timessquarebid.org, www.newyrseve1999.com), and large 
crowds of people (www.timessquarebid.org). The 
signification process reinforces the familiar celebrations 
the observer may have had previously including past New 
Year's Eve, birthday, wedding, and graduation celebrations. 
But, this celebration is portrayed differently. 
The New Year's Eve to 2000 is seen as the "event of 
events" (www.2000celebration.com), "history's single most 
celebrated event" (www.celebratey2k.com), and "the event of 
a lifetime" (www.millennium.goyt.nz). The focus on this 
celebration again assumes that everyone everywhere has a 
reason to celebrate, but for many, a celebration is far 
from their minds. The rhetors of these web sites are 
creating a positive view of the current millennium. 
However, there are major worldwide issues such as 
environmental contamination, starvation, and oppression 
occurring. Even the computer bug known as Y2K is being 
ignored as major threat. One of the sites found at 
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www.celebratey2k.com suggests that the rhetors are not 
worried about the problem. This creates the tension of 
technological advancement versus technological limitation. 
The fact that there are web sites on the net painting this 
optimistic view of the millennium is a technological 
advancement. It mocks the technological limitation known as 
the Y2K bug. Again, by painting this positive view of our 
"world" status, the rhetors are suppressing important 
issues that should be addressed in the current millennium 
to stop them from happening in the next millennium. 
Key Term: World 
The third key term is "world." The theme of a "united 
world" is supported by several clustering terms. The 
phenomenon is seen as "one momentous occasion" 
(www.newyrseve1999.com) for the "globe" 
(www.timessquarebid.org, www.2000celebration.com) that the 
"earth's" (www. millennium. govt. nz) various "cultures" 
(www.timessquarebid.org, www.2000celebration.com, 
www.millennium.govt.nz) will come together and have "unity" 
(www.timessquarebid.org). It is noted that the "arrival of 
the next Millennium will be a powerful culmination of 
celebrations and people" where individuals will "capture 
their unique . piece of history" 
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(www.2000celebration.com). Images that surface with the key 
term "world" include globes (www.timessQuarebid.org, 
www.2000celebration.com, www.celebratey2k.com) and the 
planet earth (www.newyrseve1999.com). Signification here is 
enforced by our world desire to be at peace with one 
another. 
The five web sites used are helpful in identifying 
various themes that emerge around key terms of the party 
phenomenon. They are also helpful in discovering what terms 
and images cluster around those themes and key terms. A 
closer examination of each clustering of the various images 
will help understand of how meaning is created for the 
observer as well as the various messages these particular 
web sites are sending. 
Conclusions 
First, with the key term "2000," the various web sites 
denote that is a brand new era, something that the people 
currently on the planet have never experienced before, the 
turning of a millennium. "Renewal" suggests rebirth. With 
people typically making resolutions at the end of a year, 
it is not surprising that this should be viewed as a 
renewal. It is a chance for people to make resolutions into 
not only a New Year, but also a new century, and a new 
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millennium. This presents the tension of optimism versus 
angst. Even though the web sites are focused exclusively on 
a party and virtual unity, will there really be a fresh 
start for people? It appears that the new millennium will 
begin with the same problems and apathy that the old one 
witnessed. Also, the rhetors of the sites appear to put 
forth the idea that a fresh start can occur through 
consumption. 
Through the theme of "consumer participation," the 
images of merchandise items suggest that this turning over 
to a new millennium is something unique that the observers 
will want to remember. Thus, the way to do this would be to 
have millennium merchandise that demonstrates their 
participation in the transition. This has consequences for 
the Internet as a medium of entertainment. By selling a 
product to celebrate the event, the Internet sites cheapen 
or at least narrow the concept of planetary unity by 
diminishing it to simultaneous parties and designer 
clothing. They also limit the celebration. Only those with 
money need come to the party. 
For the second key term, "New Year's Eve," the rhetors 
present this as an event unlike any other. By calling it 
"the event," they make it seem as though nothing else 
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compares. Thus, events like birthdays, weddings, and 
graduations are seen as lesser. The various images of 
balloons, champagne bottles with flutes, streamers, bright 
lights, and people are familiar to the observer. Thus, 
these images reinforce that this New Year's Eve is going to 
be one they will not want to miss. They produce the 
excitement, presenting this event as a historical moment. 
Thus, it is reinforced even further that the observer of 
the site does not want to miss out on this "once-in-a-
millennium event" (www.2000celebration.com). Thus, the 
rhetors make the events closest and most meaningful to the 
audience trivial, and the single event most removed from us 
is more highly valued. 
The third term, "world," creates a universal view of 
the transition from 1999 to 2000. This presents the tension 
of unity versus individualism. The sites appear to be 
suggesting that we will have world unity for this event. 
The United States is not the only country planning major 
events for celebrating the transition into a new 
millennium. Millennium celebrations are planned all 
throughout the world. Just a few other countries planning 
major festivities include South Africa, Russia and a New 
Millennium Tour & Cruise beginning in Greece, moving on to 
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Egypt and ending in Israel (www.newyrseve1999.com). 
Individual countries appear to be having their own parties, 
but the United States "American" party is the one getting 
the most attention. It is suggested that people of other 
cultures unite with our American culture to have this major 
millennium bash. 
The rhetors used images of the planet earth and globes 
to reinforce the idea that this event is global. Thus, the 
rhetor produces a picture of a world with many cultures 
coming together for not only a celebration of a lifetime-
but a celebration making a historical mark for all mankind. 
A contradiction occurs when we look back to the types of 
people that the images are trying to draw. This could not 
possibly be a "world party" where "everyone," including the 
young and the old, the rich and the poor can attend. Not 
everyone can afford the types of celebrations these sites 
suggest. This celebration calls for an elitist group of 
people who have not only the motivation to party, but the 
money to party as well. Also, as was noted before, most of 
the sites focus on the New Year celebration as being an 
"American" party. Thus, the themes of planetary unity are 
constructed as an American unity, leaving out various 
people of various cultures. 
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Discussion 
We live in a time where multiple resources are 
available to us via the medium known as the Internet. 
Because of the Internet, information is more easily 
disseminated amongst the masses. Most anyone who has the 
ability can get onto the Internet and find a number of web 
sites with plans for the evening of December 31, 1999. This 
essay sought to analyze five web sites promoting the 
celebration of the new millennium. To address how meaning 
is created for the observer of the sites as well as the 
various messages the web sites are sending the observer, I 
utilized Burke's (1941) approach to cluster analysis and 
complimented it with an analysis of various symbols. 
On December 31, 1999, will the world party like it is 
1999 or will the world go out with a bang? This year, the 
Center for Millennial Studies at www.mille.org, an 
organization that studies various movements of individuals 
who believe the world is going to end, is counting down to 
the new millennium, while the web sites observed in this 
analysis are counting down to something totally different, 
the big party that will ring in the new millennium. Thus, 
instead of having an apocalyptic view of the transition 
from 1999 to 2000, the rhetors of these sites try to 
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present an extremely positive view. While their sites may 
indeed stir up some desires for renewal, consumer 
preparation, excitement and world unity, they send mixed 
messages about our world, New Year's Eve and the 
celebration of the year 2000. 
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Chapter Five 
Millennial Rhetoric 
at the Turn of the Millennium: 
A Reflection 
It will be another 1000 years before the world is upon 
embracing a brand new millennium. The previous chapters 
have analyzed various millennial texts to see what messages 
they contain and what they tell us about our culture. The 
rhetoric of the turn of the last millennium affected its 
audience. As Steinfels (1999) observes "The turn of the 
last millennium . . was a time of apocalyptic panic, 
fevered preaching, penitential excesses and, for the 
Christian faithful, ominous signs and wonders" (p. B06). It 
is clear that the current millennial rhetoric has been 
influential as well for it has influenced our religions, 
entertainment, politics, marketing and culture. 
Chapter 2 observes that over the last decade, some 
films have been apocalyptic in nature, representing the 
world at odds with some force that will possibly destroy 
the planet. Through the works of Roderick P. Hart (1990), 
and Stephen D. O'Leary (1993), a cultural analysis was 
performed illustrating that the films Deep Impact and 
Armageddon reflect values imbedded within our culture such 
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as the value of life, respect for authority, and family 
values. Both films demonstrate that even though we are 
advancing technologically, our technology is very limited. 
Nonetheless, both films are extremely optimistic, offering 
the audience a sense of hope. Thus these movies when viewed 
as millennial rhetoric are more positive than the previous 
apocalyptic millennial rhetoric. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the Y2K bug, the technological 
computer problem that could cause a major disruption within 
society. Utilizing Burke (1941), key terms from various 
news sources aided in understanding what messages the news 
media are sending to their audiences about the Y2K 
phenomenon. It was discovered that the news sources present 
two overarching themes. These include the theme of 
reassurance and themes that create anxiety. While the 
rhetors are trying to be optimistic in their dissemination 
of information, they contradict or undermine this optimism 
and create a general angst about the Y2K phenomenon. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the "party phenomenon" through the 
combination of Burke (1941) and symbolic image analyses. An 
analysis of five of several web sites boasting about the 
plans for a major millennium bash was performed. The 
rhetors of these sites present a false sense of unity and 
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turn the New Year celebration into an elitist celebration. 
In doing this, a major portion of the "world" is excluded. 
Thus, the party cannot be a world party. 
Each chapter of analysis helped in discovering 
mediated cultural messages. I have discovered that there 
are three tensions occurring within the three previous 
analysis chapters. These three tensions, including unity 
versus individualism, technological advancement versus 
technological limitations, and optimism versus angst are 
key tensions present in society at the turn of the 
millennium. The chapters are helpful in noting these 
tensions as well as their end results. Yet, the chapters 
must also be considered in totality, in an attempt to 
generate a text or mosaic, of our culture's current 
attitude about the approaching millennium. Using the ideas 
of Becker (1971) and McGee (1990) presented in Chapter One, 
I will now look at the previous analysis chapters in an 
attempt to make a coherent text of the current view of the 
millennium. Observing these findings can further aid in 
understanding our view of our world at the turn of the 
millennium. These can be broken down into two categories: 
similarities and differences. 
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Similarities 
Unity 
The term unity suggests the idea of coming together. 
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, there is a force that 
threatening to cause major disruption in society. While 
Deep Impact and Armageddon are fictitious, they still have 
a force meant to destroy our planet. This is similar to the 
Y2K phenomenon. The alien forces in the films are said to 
have global effects. This is true with Y2K too. The 
computer bug is said to have effects not only on computers 
here in the United States, but in various countries around 
the planet. 
While the movies discussed in Chapter 2 are not real, 
they show humans coming together despite their differences 
to overcome obstacles. Humans coming together despite their 
differences can be seen with Y2K as well. The articles 
analyzed boast that experts including psychiatrists, 
government agencies, chief scientists, computer 
professionals, Y2K watchdogs and analysts, and research 
directors are working to correct the problem. In the 
movies, people with various backgrounds worked together to 
come up with the best defense against the evils set on 
destroying the planet. 
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For example, in Armageddon, the space experts called 
on the top oil drilling crew in the world to help destroy 
the asteroid. The crew was viewed as totally different from 
the experts, however, the two groups overlooked their 
differences and worked together to form the best unified 
defense against the asteroid. The various experts on Y2K 
have numerous differences and interests too, but they 
appear to be cooperating and working together to solve this 
real problem. 
Although not centering on a cataclysmic event, the 
"party phenomenon" discussed in Chapter 4 notes that the 
transition from 1999 to 2000 is something that the entire 
world is going to experience. The web sites analyzed 
portray the "party" as a chance for individuals of various 
cultures to get together for a once-in-a-lifetime event. 
While they do produce a false sense of unity by making the 
event seem elitist, the sites nonetheless allege that 
planetary unity is possible. Thus, all of the texts 
examined treat the approaching millennium as a time of 
unity and coming together. 
Frustration with Technology 
Another similarity can be drawn between Deep Impact 
and Armageddon and the Y2K phenomenon- exasperation with 
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the limits of technology. Just as characters in both films 
get frustrated when their technology fails, we are 
frustrated with Y2K. The downfall of technology is best 
illustrated in Deep Impact. The experts seem certain that 
their missiles will take out the comet, but the missiles 
ultimately fail. Thus, human lives are sacrificed when it 
is decided that in order to destroy the comet the space 
crew must crash into it. In Armageddon, because other 
technological failures caused by the unpredictable climate 
on the asteroid, Harry must stay behind to detonate the 
bomb. Thus, another life is sacrificed for the failure of 
technology. While the technological computer glitch known 
as Y2K may not cause people to give up their lives to 
prevent the a major disruption, it is noted that the 
problem could result in the "loss of life" if emergency 
systems fail (as cited on the Federal Transit 
Administration homepage) . The rhetoric or texts argue that 
when our technology fails, there is a price to pay. This is 
apparent in Deep Impact and Armageddon as well as the Y2k 
phenomenon. 
Optimism 
All three chapters carry a theme of optimism-- based 
on faith, individual initiative, and heroism. In Chapter 2, 
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both movies show the people of the planet being able to 
overcome the obstacle, demonstrating the ability of the 
human spirit. Even when the President does not know that 
the experts will be able to destroy the comet in ~ 
Impact, he says, "I can . . promise you this: life will 
go on. We will prevail." In Armageddon, the President 
boasts that no other species before us has had the 
opportunity of preventing its own extinction. Thus, he 
offers the audience optimism. This theme is reinforced by 
both movies' conclusions. In Armageddon, people around the 
word are show rejoicing. In Deep Impact, the President 
addresses members of the country, noting that they will be 
able rebuild what they have been given- the planet. 
The various articles observed in Chapter 3 on Y2K 
offer optimism. The United States is said to be the most 
prepared for the glitch (Alexander, 1999, On-line). It is 
repeatedly stressed that various government agencies have 
noted that they are making progress in trying to fix the 
problem (Associated Press, 1999, On-line; Chandrasekaran, 
Stoughton, & Barr, 1999, p. AOl). This optimistic view 
offers comfort to the audience. 
The web sites observed for the "party phenomenon" also 
offer a theme of optimism by presenting the transition from 
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1999 to 2000 as a major celebration. Our culture has a 
number of reasons that it celebrates including birthdays, 
weddings, and anniversaries. The sites observed suggest 
that the audience should forget about major problems that 
are occurring and instead, celebrate the event-of-a-
lifetime. 
The themes of unity, frustration with technology, and 
optimism are consistent in the various chapters. By 
observing these similarities, it is clear that our culture 
supports unity in times of struggle. It also appears that 
our culture prefers to view obstacles optimistically when 
they arise such as failure in technology. 
Differences 
Focus 
In Chapter 4, the heavy focus on a celebration creates 
a positive view of the current millennium. The sites treat 
the millennial celebration as a major moment that is worth 
taking the time to be a part of. At the same time, major 
worldwide issues become suppressed in these sites for the 
sake of the big party. One such issue that is not even 
mentioned is Y2K. In fact, one site is located at 
www.celebratey2k.com. 
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It is ironic that the letters used to refer to the 
computer glitch "Y2K" are after the word "celebrate" for 
one of the web sites dedicated to the millennium bash. As 
Chapter 3 observes, there is a major focus on what is 
currently happening in society, a battle with a 
technological glitch. While the focus may not be totally 
focused because the impact that Y2K will have is not yet 
known, the experts do not appear to be partying. In fact, 
they appear to be pushing the audience to become more 
"aware" (Associated Press, 1999, On-line; Alexander, 1999, 
On-line) of the issue. 
There is a tension between threat/pessimism and 
carefree/optimism occurring in the both the party and the 
Y2K phenomenon. Some people appear to be unsure whether or 
not the technical problems of Y2K are a threat. Thus, 
instead of treating the issue extremely seriously, the 
threat of technology breakdown is normalized into something 
that is not that big of a deal. Combined, the various news 
sources and the web sites suggest taking on a cautiously 
optimistic view of the present state of things. 
Conflict vs. Cooperation 
In Chapter 3, it is noted that experts are working on 
"contingency plans" (Chandrasekaran, Stoughton, & Barr, 
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1999, p. A04) to prepare for those individuals in society 
who may turn to panic buying as 2000 draws closer. Feder 
(1999) notes that a number of Y2K experts are concerned 
that fear will cause people to hoard fuel and food. It is 
also feared that there will be an increase in violence from 
the increased amount of firearm purchases to deal with 
possible thieves. In a way, the audience is being asked to 
be a part of a self-fulfilling prophecy. When people hear 
that there could be a shortage of food and supplies from 
hoarding, they are apt to prepare for this event by 
hoarding themselves. Thus, they will not be out for 
themselves. 
In Chapter 2, it was noted that while this has been a 
decade plagued by fractured and strained social 
relationships, domestically and internationally, we like to 
see ourselves as a society willing to help each other in 
times of need as the characters do in Deep Impact and 
Armageddon. People from all over the world are seen 
rejoicing in the film when the heroes sacrifice their lives 
for the sake of everyone else. When a disaster occurs such 
as a tornado, flood or earthquake, people work together to 
overcome the obstacle before them. This is not happening 
with Y2K. People are instead encouraged to buy diesel 
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generators and store items ranging from blankets to cash 
(Casey, 1999). They are encouraged to look out for 
themselves. 
Conclusions 
It is important to discuss the implications for the 
similarities and differences raised between the previous 
analysis chapters. With the similarity of "unity," it is 
suggested when faced with an obstacle, people, no matter 
what their differences, must work together to make 
progress. The fact that people of different backgrounds are 
shown coming together in movies and real life technological 
situations promotes unity as well as acceptance of 
diversity. This idea is empowered even more with the idea 
of the "party phenomenon" seen in Chapter 4. One web site 
boasts that the event is a "cultural moment highlighting 24 
cultures" (www.timessguarebid.org). However, are the 
rhetors presenting a totally desirable unity? Even though 
the rhetors appear to be focused on unity of the world, 
they suggest an elitist brand of unity. This suggests that 
individuals of other cultures should give up parts of their 
identity for the sake of uniting. 
The fact that individuals sacrifice their own lives 
when technology fails to save the planet in Deep Impact and 
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Armageddon suggests that we do punish ourselves when we 
have technological failure. Thus, the question arises, if 
Y2K is the major disruption some predict, who is going to 
take the fall? Perhaps the blame will be attributed to 
those experts working on the problem. If emergency systems 
do fail at midnight on December 31, and people in need of 
assistance are incapable of contacting anyone, someone must 
take the blame. It is important to also note that 
technology never appears to be questioned in these texts. 
Instead it is the limits of technology that is blamed. This 
is interesting considering that Y2K is a problem caused by 
technology. 
The theme of optimism is present in our society in the 
most trying times. If a disaster like a comet or an 
asteroid were heading for us, we would be determined to do 
something about it. It is not surprising that Y2K sparks 
optimism despite what many experts say could happen. It 
seems normal to many to have to overcome an obstacle of 
some sort. Every day, individuals struggle to overcome 
various obstacles. Thus, the various texts work to 
construct Y2K as just an ordinary occurrence, one obstacle 
that can be overcome like obstacles in the past. 
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The fact that web sites are suggesting that people 
focus their attention on partying rather than the dangers 
Y2K could cause, promotes optimism at the expense of 
ignoring problems until they are right upon us. This 
relates to the difference of focus found in the research. 
It common for a situation to have an impact on a person 
even though the person may be disconnected from the 
situation. The impact, however, may not be truly 
intensified until the issue actually affects that person. 
For example, the members of the country observed the crisis 
in Littleton, Colorado, and thus, were affected. The view 
was truly intensified for those schools who had copycat 
incidents. The rhetors of the web sites suggest that the 
observers forget about such issues, especially if they are 
not being impacted directly. 
Finally, by telling the audience that hoarding will 
occur because of fears people have, they seem to be 
encouraging members of our society to focus on their needs 
only. During the 1992 floods, various people across the 
country helped people in need overcome their overwhelming 
odds. Unlike in the past when we have been known for 
helping those who need our help, the Y2K bug seems to be 
sparking a different attitude in many people. Thus, unlike 
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situations like natural disasters where people volunteer 
their time to help those in need, the possible 
technological disaster known as Y2K that we have brought on 
ourselves, is causing us to take an a "survival of the 
fittest" attitude toward members of our own species. 
Stenfeils (1999) ponders whether or not the fears and 
hysteria that surrounded the approach of the year 1000 are 
nothing when compared to our current approaching 
millennium. I argue that despite contradictions and some 
pitfalls the texts observed attempt to display a positive 
and optimistic view of the world at the turn of this 
millennium. The current rhetoric does have an impact on 
various components of our everyday lives. Each of the 
previous analysis chapters has been helpful in unearthing 
important insights about our media and how it influences 
our culture. By looking at similarities and differences 
among these rhetorical texts, we can further understand how 
the rhetoric of the current approaching millennium affects 
us. 
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